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ABSTRACT
Ultrasound, in concert with circulating microbubble contrast agents, has emerged as a promising
modality for therapy and imaging of brain diseases. Despite progress, existing methods for correcting
skull-related distortions require significant computation, which hampers their use in applications that
require fast implementations, including adaptive focusing and tracking of the microbubble dynamics.
While the angular spectrum approach (ASA)—a frequency domain method—can overcome these
challenges, current implementations do not intrinsically account for heterogeneity in the propagation
medium. Here, we derive the general solution for the ASA in a heterogeneous medium, we provide
analytical solution for the special case of a stratified medium, and, subsequently, we evaluate these
solutions for (human) skull-related aberration correction and trans-skull passive acoustic mapping.
Our simulations show that the general solution provides accurate trans-skull focusing as compared
to the ideal free field case (error 0.65± 0.27 mm) for clinically relevant frequencies frequencies
(0.5–1.5 MHz), apertures (50–100 mm), and targets (40 mm by 50 mm grid). As compared to the
homogeneous ASA for source localization, our method leads to an average of 70 % error reduction
(from 2.89± 1.76 mm to 0.68± 0.52 mm), evaluated over the range of frequencies (0.4–1.2 MHz),
apertures (50–100 mm), and point source locations. Overall the total computation time for both
focusing and point source localization of the order milliseconds (166± 37 ms, compared with
44± 4 ms for the homogeneous ASA formulation) can be attained with the proposed approach. The
analytical solution for the special case of stratified medium is more effective computationally (at
least 54 % faster than the full correction), although it provides accurate computations when the speed
of sound of the propagation medium varies only in the axial direction (i.e., stratified). Collectively
our findings indicate that the proposed phase correction method based on the ASA could provide a
computationally efficient and accurate method for trans-skull focusing and imaging of point scatterers,
potentially opening new possibilities for treatment and diagnosis of brain diseases.
Keywords Ultrasound · Angular Spectrum · Aberratrion Correction
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1 Introduction
Ultrasound has emerged as a novel modality for the treatment and imaging of brain diseases and disorders.1, 2 When
enhanced by a circulating microbubble agents—lipid, albumin, or polymer-shelled gas pockets (1–10 µm) that scatter
sound and vibrate in response to incident ultrasound—it can enable a range of new therapeutic interventions3–6 and
open new possibilities for imaging.7 Despite these advancements, the presence of the skull remains a major challenge
both for therapy and imaging.2, 7
Correction of aberrations requires modeling of the sound propagation in order to estimate the phase and amplitude
changes introduced by the skull, which may then be conjugated to achieve accurate trans-skull focusing.8–10 Although
modeling this propagation is in general complex and computationally intensive, several methods have already been
proposed. The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method11–13 permits full waveform simulation, but sufficient
accuracy often requires a fine grid (more than 8 nodes per wavelength) and thus prohibitively intense computations.
Pseudo-spectral (or k-space) methods14–16 that use a spatial frequency domain approach to evaluate the spatial derivatives
offer significantly reduced computational time as, only a few nodes per wavelength are required. Despite the efficiency
of the k-space methods, finite differences are still used for the temporal calculations, which requires alternation between
the temporal and spatial domains at every step, increasesing computational complexity. A fully frequency domain
method for forward acoustic simulation is the angular spectrum approach (ASA), which, due to extensive use of FFT,
is the most computationally efficient method. However, derivation of ASA does not account for inhomogeneity of
the medium. Use of a stepwise, locally homogeneous ASA—which employ either coordinate rotations to account for
refraction10 or account for spatial heterogeneity in the space domain before spectral propagation17—have demonstrated
effective focusing through the skull. While these ASA implementations currently provide the best trade-off between
computational complexity and aberration correction, they do not solve intrinsically the full wave propagation problem.
As such, these methods do not utilize the computational efficiency afforded by the frequency domain computations and
may also limit the aberration correction accuracy. For example, clinical experience has shown that one still needs to
correct for small errors (∼1–2 mm) during targeting.2, 18
Currently, these corrections are achieved using MRI–based methods that can visualize low-level (1–2 ◦C) focal
heating19 or map small tissue displacements of a few microns induced by radiation force.20, 21 Based on these methods
optimization routines can be developed to refine the phase of each element by maximizing focal displacement (i.e.
adaptive focusing).22 For adaptive focusing to be effective (i.e. implemented within a few minutes), in addition to
solving the forward wave propagation problem, sound propagation methods that are as efficient as the homogeneous
ASA are essential.
Intrinsically related to the problem of errors in transcranial FUS targeting due to skull aberrations is that of source
localization. This problem has emerged as a priority in microbubble enhanced US therapy and imaging: when exposed
to ultrasound, microbubbles scatter diverging pressure waves that, due to their size (several orders of magnitude smaller
than the wavelength), act as point sources. The information carried by these waves can enable the spatiotemporal
characterization of the microbubble dynamics. During therapeutic interventions, this information is used to ensure
that the desired type of oscillation (i.e., stable or inertial) is taking place at the intended location (i.e. treatment
monitoring).23 While several approaches based on passive acoustic mapping (PAM) techniques have been proposed for
monitoring the microbubble dynamics, current methods either lack the required spectral selectivity, which is important
for characterizing the type of oscillation (e.g. harmonics vs broadband, for time domain methods),24–26 or cannot account
for aberrations (in the case of frequency domain methods).23, 27 Reconstructions on the order of milliseconds are also
important for closed-loop control of the microbubble dynamics28 and improved temporal resolution during microbubble
imaging.7, 29 Hence, fast and frequency selective reconstructions to visualize the cerebrovascular microbubble dynamics
through the skull may have important implications both for therapy and for imaging.
Herein we derive the general solution for the inhomogeneous ASA and provide analytical solution for the special case
of a stratified medium. First, we present the derivation of the fast phase correction method for arbitrarily distributed,
weakly heterogeneous medium, and an analytical solution for the special case of a stratified medium. Then, through
simulated acoustic propagation, we show the numerical implementation of the algorithm for focal aberration correction
and frequency selective passive mapping of point sources through a human skull. Finally, we evaluate the aberration
error, the point source localization error, and the computational cost of the different algorithm permutations.
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2 Methods
2.1 Angular Spectrum Approach
The angular spectrum P of a monochromatic1 pressure field p˜ with angular frequency ω is given by its 2D spatial
Fourier transform
P (kx, ky, z) = Fk[ p˜(x, y, z) ] ≡
∫∫ ∞
−∞
p˜(x, y, z)e−i(kxx+kyy) dx dy . (1)
Applying the spatial transform to the homogeneous Helmholtz equation (∇2 + k2)p˜ = 0 yields an ordinary differential
equation for the angular spectrum
d2P
dz2
+ k2zP = 0 , (2)
where k2z = (ω/c0)
2 − k2x − k2y, and c0 is the (constant) small signal sound speed. If P0 is known at some reference
plane z = 0, and if there are no backward-travelling waves, then Eq. (2) has the solution
P = P0e
ikzz . (3)
The acoustic field in any plane may then be reconstructed by with Eq. (3) and evaluation of the inverse transform.
2.2 Extension to Nonuniform Media
Provided the medium is weakly inhomogeneous,2 propagation may be described by
∇2p− 1
c(r)
∂2p
∂t2
= 0 . (4)
The sound speed may be written as the sum of a reference sound speed c0 and a spatially-varying part c′(r)30
c(r) = c0 + c
′(r). (5)
Defining µ(r) such that c(r) = µ−2c0, and taking the temporal Fourier transform of Eq. (4) gives(∇2 + k20) p˜ = k20 (1− µ) p˜ , (6)
where k0 = ω/c0. Note that for a uniform medium, then µ = 1, and Eq. (6) reduces to the homogeneous Helmholtz
equation as expected.
Defining a second auxiliary function λ(r) ≡ k20 (1− µ), Eq. (6) may be written(∇2 + k20) p˜ = F−1k [Λ ∗ P ] , (7)
where used the convolution theorem has been used, and Λ(kx, ky, z) = Fk[λ(x, y, z)]. Then, since
Fk
[∇2p˜ ] = (−k2x − k2y + ∂2∂z2
)
P , (8)
the left hand side of Eq. (6) becomes(∇2 + k20) p˜ = ∇2p˜+ k20 p˜
= F−1k
[(
−k2x − k2y +
∂2
∂z2
)
P + k20P
]
= F−1k
[(
k20 − k2x − k2y︸ ︷︷ ︸
= k2z
+
∂2
∂z2
)
P
]
. (9)
Then Eq. (7) becomes
F−1k
[
∂2P
∂z2
+ k2zP
]
= F−1k [Λ ∗ P ]
=⇒ ∂
2P
∂z2
+ k2zP = Λ ∗ P . (10)
Equation (10) is the governing equation to be solved for the angular spectrum P .
1A time convention of e−iωt is used, so that the forward temporal transform uses a kernel of e+iωt, and that of the forward spatial
transform is then e−i(kxx+kyy). The factors of 1/2pi are applied on the inverse transforms.
2See Appendix A.
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2.2.1 General Heterogeneity
Equation (10) may be approached in a general way by treating the RHS as a source term and using a Green’s function
technique.31 The homogeneous solution is
Ph = Ae
ikzz +Be−ikzz , (11)
and the appropriate Green’s function for the homogeneous Helmholtz equation is (see Appendix B)
g(z | z′) = 1
2ikz
(
eikz|z−z
′| − eikz|z+z′|
)
. (12)
Then the full solution is then given by
P = Ph +
∫ ∞
0
g(z | z′)× Λ ∗ P dz′ . (13)
If it is assumed that there are no backward travelling waves, then B = 0, and from the boundary condition P |z=0 = P0
at the source plane,
P = P0e
ikzz +
eikzz
2ikz
∫ z
0
e−ikzz
′
(Λ ∗ P ) dz′ . (14)
Equation (14) is implicit, but an approxiamate solution may be obtained with a marching scheme suggested by Jing et
al.32 Let the angular spectrum at some discrete axial position zn be
Pn = P (kx, ky, zn) , (15)
and
Pn+1 = P (kx, ky, zn + ∆z). (16)
Then, with knowledge of the initial condition P 0 = P0, the field may be constructed at arbitrary z via
Pn+1 ≈ Pneikz∆z + e
ikz∆z
2ikz
(Pn ∗ Λ)×∆z . (17)
2.2.2 Stratified Medium
For stratified media an analytical solution may be obtained. If the sound speed is stratified along the axial direction z,
then µ = µ(z) and
λ(z) = k20 (1− µ) . (18)
In this case the angular spectrum of λ is Λ = λ δ(kx) δ(ky), such that Eq. (10) becomes
d2P
dz2
+ k2zP = λP . (19)
Assume a WKB–type solution33 of the form
P = A(kx, ky, z) e
ikzz , (20)
where A is a complex amplitude. Substitution of Eq. (20) into Eq. (19) and evaluation of the derivatives yields
d2A
dz2
+ 2ikz
dA
dz
− λA = 0 . (21)
To first order,3 the first term in Eq. (21) can be neglected to obtain a first-degree ODE for A, which may be integrated
directly to give
A = A0 exp
(
1
2ikz
∫ z
0
λ(z) dz′
)
. (22)
3With this assumption, the solution is given by Eq. (23). Thus, neeglecting the first term in Eq. (21) requires that |d2A/dz2| is
small compared to both |(dA/dz)/kz| and |λ|. Evaluation of the derivatives of the found solution gives the condition as∣∣∣∣d2Adz2
∣∣∣∣ ∼ ∣∣∣∣dλ/dz2ikz − λ24k2z
∣∣∣∣ =⇒ ∣∣∣∣dλ/dz2ikzλ − λ4k2z
∣∣∣∣ 1
From the definition λ = k20(1− µ). Thus the first term then requires that |(dµ/dz)/kz(1− µ)|  1, i.e., the sound speed must
change slowly compared to a wavelength. The second term that dictates |(k20/k2z)(1− µ)| is negligible, so for k0 ∼ kz (paraxial
approximation), this requirement is that µ ' 1− c′/2c0 ∼ 1, i.e., that the relative magnitude of the sound speed changes should be
small.
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Application of the boundary condition at z = 0 gives
A = P0 exp
(
1
2ikz
∫ z
0
λ(z′) dz′
)
, (23)
and the angular spectrum at arbitrary z is then
P =
[
P0 exp
(
1
2ikz
∫ z
0
λ(z′) dz′
)]
eikzz
= P0 exp
[
i
(
kzz − k
2
0
2kz
∫ z
0
1− µ(z′) dz′
)]
. (24)
Equation (24) represents an additional phase delay φ to the homogeneous medium case given by
φ =
k20
2kz
∫ z
0
1− µ(z′) dz′ . (25)
Note that for a homogeneous medium, then µ = 1, and the homogeneous medium case is recovered. Equation (25) may
be thought of as accumulation of phase shifts incurred as the wave travels through an infinitesimal width dz, i.e.,
φ =
∫
dφ =⇒ dφ = k
2
0
2kz
(1− µ) dz . (26)
Since it was required that c′/c0 is small, µ(z) ≡ (1 + c′/c0)−2 can be expanded so that Eq. (26) becomes
dφ ' k
2
0
2kz
[
1−
(
1− 2 c
′
c0
)]
dz
' k
2
0
2kz
(
2
c′
c0
)
dz =
(
c′
c0
k0
)(
k0
kz
dz
)
. (27)
The term (c′/c0)k0 has the form of an effective wavenumber, accounting for the dilation of contraction of the wavelength
due to the difference in sound speed from c0. The second term (k0/kz) dz is the distance between the two infinitesimally
separated planes for a plane wave traveling with propagating wavenumber kz . The extra phase then has a the familiar
form φ ∼ keffd.
2.2.3 Comparison of Results
Gu and Jing derive a general forward propagation scheme for field simulations that includes nonlinearity and attenua-
tion.34 In the absence of these effects, Eq. (12) of that reference becomes (with the notation of this paper)
M = Fk
{[
k20
(
1− c
2
0
c2
)]
× p˜
}
= Fk [ λ× p˜ ] = Λ ∗ P . (28)
Substitution of this value ofM into their Eq. (11) recovers Eq. (14) derived here, indicating the equivalency of the results.
To compare the marching scheme [Eq. (17)] with the analytical result in the case of a stratified medium, Eq. (24) can be
re-written as
P = P0e
ikzz exp
[
1
2ikz
∫ z
0
λ(z′) dz′
]
. (29)
Expansion of the exponential term (see below) gives
P ' P0eikzz
[
1 +
1
2ikz
∫ z
0
λ(z′) dz′ + . . .
]
. (30)
Retention of first order terms and approximation the integral as a left Riemann sum gives
Pn+1 ' Pneikz∆z + e
ikz∆z
2ikz
Pnλ(z) ∆z +O [(∆z)2] . (31)
In the stratified medium case, Λ ∗ P = λP , so that Eq. (17) agrees with Eq. (31) to O [(∆z)2]. This is expected as the
first-order solution of Eq. (21) was used. Use of the truncated expansion in Eq. (30) requires that
1
4
(
k0
kz
)2 [
k0
∫ z
0
(1− µ) dz
]2
 1 . (32)
In the far field (e.g., for PAM or focusing), the paraxial approximation dictates that first term is of order 1. Equation (32)
is true then if µ ≈ 1, i.e., for relatively weak inhomogeneity—which was required for the validity of the governing
Eq. (4).
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2.3 Simulations and Numerical Implementation
Acoustic propagation (either to evaluate the focusing achieved with the computed time delays or to acquire the RF
data to be used with the corrected beamforming) was simulated in k-Wave.16 For computational efficiency, simulations
were performed in 2D, and thus in the reconstructions ky = 0. The skull and tissue properties were computed from
CT data of a human skull, converted to spatially-dependent sound speed and density values from the Hounsfield scale
conversion.13 All reconstruction and aberration correction scripts were written in MATLAB and run on a standard
desktop computer (Intel Core i7, four cores at 2.8 GHz and 16 GB memory) without parallel or graphical processing
techniques. The general computational flow for focal aberration correction and source localization is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Flow of computations for focal aberration correction and improved source localization. All
corrections are computed (yellow boxes) from the known sound speed variation c(r) (black box, center). In
the case of focusing, the phase and amplitude of P due to a delta function at the desired focus and applied to
the transmitting elements. In the case of PAM, the measured field P is propagated through the plane to form
an intensity map from which the source location is extracted.
2.3.1 Focusing
To achieve focusing at a desired depth d Fig. 1, P was computed for a delta function at the desired focus, i.e.,
P0 = δ(x − x0, 0) at z = d. To avoid very steep changes on the spatial computation grid, the delta function was
approximated as a cosine-windowed Gaussian distribution with full width at half maximum of 1.5 mm. Since the P is
monochromatic, the excess phase represents the total time delay τ for an array element at (x, 0) of
τ(x) =
argP (x, d)
ω
. (33)
Phase unwrapping was used to preserve the full phase of P at the transducer location. In the geometrical focusing case,
the delays were computed with c0 = 1500 m/s from
τ(x) =
√
(x− x0)2 + d2
c0
. (34)
The excitation time series for each element was then a 40-cycle sine pulse at the desired frequency, modulated with a
Tukey window with R = 0.1, and shifted by the amount given by Eq. (33) [or Eq. (34) in the geometric case]. The
relative amplitude for each element was taken to be the normalized amplitude of P (x, y, d) (or unity in the geometric
case). The field was then simulated with each element of the array transmitting with the calculated phase delay and
amplitude.
6
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2.3.2 Passive Acoustic Mapping
Sources were simulated as Gaussian pulses with 5 % bandwith and at various center frequencies (see below). The
resulting pressure was measured by a virtual linear array with 200 µm pitch. The RF data were then beamformed to
compute P (x, z) with Eqs. (3) and (24) or Eq. (17) as indicated, and the intensity field was computed as I(x, z) =
‖p˜(x, z)‖2. The convolutions in Eq. (17) were computed in the frequency domain for improving efficiency, since
P ∗ Λ = F−1k [p˜ · λ].
Because P0 is proportional to exp ikzz, back propagation incurs multiplication by exp−ikzz. Evanescent components
of the angular spectrum, for which kz is pure imaginary, will then grow exponentially. Therefore, all measured
angular spectra P0 were windowed with a Tukey window with cosine fraction R = 0.25 to taper these components.35
Additionally, all initial spectra were zero padded such that their computational extent was four times larger than their
physical extent. Sound speed fields c(r) were padded with their edge values replicated to match the grid size of the
padded P0.
3 Results
3.1 Focal Aberration Correction
To determine the improvement in focal aberration correction through human skull with the proposed general solution
(heterogeneous ASA) the focusing delays were computed with and without phase corrections for clinically relevant
frequencies (0.5–1.5 MHz).2, 36, 37 Figure 2 shows the effect of the phase correction for various focal targets as a
function of frequency. For each target focus, the focal delays were computed geometrically with Eq. (34) and then with
corrections given by Eqs. (17) and (33). Across all focal positions and frequencies, the focal error was reduced from
1.65± 1.00 mm without phase corrections to 0.65± 0.27 mm with the correction. Aberration errors in focal targeting
were generally more significant at off-axis focal positions. See, for example, the highlighted case at the far right of
Fig. 2, where the uncorrected focal error was 5.1 mm, while the error for the corrected case was 0.61 mm. Together,
these data demonstrate that the proposed method is able to correct skull aberrations and improve focal targeting through
the human skull.
Figure 2: Improvement of focal targeting accuracy with computed phase corrections. Top left: geometry for
the simulation. Error in the position of the maximum simulated pressure compared with the target focus point
with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) the phase and amplitude corrections at different axial (bottom
left) and transverse (top middle) focal targets. The phase corrected and uncorrected time delays and amplitude
shadings are shown at far right.
3.2 Passive Acoustic Mapping
Next, the effect of focal aberration correction for the passive acoustic mapping of microbubbles was assessed. Bubbles
were approximated as Gaussian sources center frequencies of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 MHz (to represent harmonic components
of bubbles excited with trans-skull FUS at 200 kHz or 600 kHz).2, 5, 23 Sources (N = 188) were placed randomly within
7
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Figure 3: Accuracy of source localization for uncorrected and phase corrected trans-skull ASA PAM
reconstructions. Top Row: Recovered source locations (purple circles) with unmodified algorithm Eq. (3),
compared with the truth (gray squares). Bottom Row: Recovered source locations (orange circles) with
Eq. (17), compared with the truth positions. Inset scatter plot of each plot shows distribution of localizations
relative to the truth position (0.5 by 1 cm). At far right are PAMs for the localizations indicated by the arrows
in the 1.2 MHz case, compared with the true source location (red dot). Aperture for all simulations was
50 mm.
a region (approximately 2 mm wide by 3 cm long) representing a vessel shape, within a sound speed environment
defined from the CT data. The RF data were then recorded on a virtual array and beamformed with and without
aberration correction. The recovered source positions were taken to be the maxima of the generated PAMs and compared
with the known source positions from the simulation. Figure 3 shows that the errors in the peak location in the axial and
transverse directions for the three different frequencies are reduced significantly as compared to the PAMs based on
the homogeneous ASA. Importantly, there were no outliers (e.g., for the 1.2 MHz case in Figure 3, where the PAMs
for the indicated sources are shown at far right). The localization accuracy increases with frequency, which is to be
expected since the sound speed changes are less abrupt compared with the wavelength, and so the slowly-varying
medium assumption is more valid. Here, the ratio between the distance to the object and the aperture was on the order
of 1; for larger apertures, the localization is further improved for the phase corrected case: Fig. 4 shows the effect of
the aperture size on localization accuracy for the trans-skull case with the uncorrected ASA (top row) and full phase
correction (bottom row) for sources at 400 kHz. For the corrected case, the localization error decreases monotonically
with increasing aperture size. However, for the uncorrected case, a larger aperture may does not necessarily reduce the
error.
To determine the error as a function of position and array aperture, Gaussian sources (1 MHz center frequency, 5 %
bandwidth) were individually simulated in a rectangular grid at axial positions of 30 to 80 mm, and transverse locations
from −20 to 20 mm transverse; see Fig. 5. Table 1 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of the error over all
points in the grid. Across all positions, the localization error was reduced by 60–80 %, and the localization error in the
corrected positions decreased monotnonically with aperture for the phase corrected case.
Aperture [mm] Uncorrected [mm] Full Correction [mm]
50 3.52 ± 2.08 1.11 ± 0.76
75 2.00 ± 1.53 0.72 ± 0.45
100 3.16 ± 1.68 0.60 ± 0.35
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of the difference between the true source position and that obtained
with uncorrected beamforming [Eq. (3)] and the full solution [Eq. (17)], computed over the full range of
positions shown in Fig. 5.
Finally, the case of a stratified medium was considered. Point sources at were again simulated within a medium whose
sound speed varied with a Gaussian profile in the z direction and a variance of 30 mm. Figure 6 shows the error field as
a function of position with uncorrected beamforming and with the stratified medium correction. Table 2 summarizes the
mean errors for the aperature sizes evaluated with each beamforming method.
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Figure 4: Effect of array aperture on localization accuracy without (top row) and with (bottom row) phase
corrections. All sources were 400 kHz. Inset shows distribution of localizations compared with the true source
positions.
Figure 5: Accuracy of source localization for uncorrected and phase corrected trans-skull ASA PAM
reconstructions. Left: Sound speed field computed from CT data for a human skull, and relative position of
the simulated sources (black circles). Right: Error between the location computed from the maximum value of
the PAM formed with Eq. (3) (top row) and Eq. (17) (bottom row) compared with the truth for the indicated
aperture size.
Aperture [mm] Uncorrected [mm] Stratified Correction [mm] Full Correction [mm]
50 1.49 ± 1.10 1.09 ± 0.77 0.98 ± 0.70
75 2.10 ± 1.20 0.76 ± 0.43 0.79 ± 0.55
100 2.20 ± 1.20 0.77 ± 0.39 0.82 ± 0.48
Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of the difference between the true source position and that obtained with
uncorrected beamforming [Eq. (3)], stratified medium corrections [Eq. (24)], and the full solution [Eq. (17)],
computed over the full range of positions shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Accuracy of source localization for uncorrected and phase corrected ASA PAM reconstructions for
a stratified medium. Left: Sound speed field for a medium with a Guassian distribution and simulated source
positions. Right: Error between the location computed from the maximum value of the PAM formed with
Eq. (3) (top row) and Eq. (24) (bottom row) compared with the truth for the indicated aperture size.
3.3 Computational Efficiency
For focal aberration correction, evaluation of Eq. (33) required 25.2± 8.5 ms. Note that registration of the the 2D sound
speed map with the computational grid requires 1.63± 0.03 s, but only needs to be done once during registration. The
PAM computation times required for each beamforming method are given in Table 3 for a standard desktop computer
with no parallel processing or GPU acceleration employed. Without correction, computation of the PAMs with ASA
required approximately 44 ms per frequency. The full solution increased the computation time to approximately 166 ms,
while the analytical algorithm for stratified medium can be evaluated in about 77 ms.
Uncorrected [ms] Stratified Correction [ms] Full Correction [ms]
44.2 ± 4.3 77.7 ± 5.3 166.1 ± 37.2
Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of the single frequency ASA PAM computation times for uncorrected
beamforming [Eq. (3)], stratified medium corrections [Eq. (24)], and the full solution [Eq. (17)]. For the
reconstructions, the simulated receiver had 50 mm aperture with 50 mm pitch. The axial step ∆z was 50 µm
and the field was computed from z = 0 to 90 mm, from time series with 2000 points.
4 Discussion
This work augments the ASA for sound propagation in heterogeneous media with a fast phase correction technique
(Fig. 1). While the methods were derived under assumptions of relatively weak heterogeneity such that Eq. (4) is
valid, which are not strictly met by the impedance contrast represented by the skull, our results have demonstrated
significant improvement in correcting aberrations at clinically relevant frequencies and geometries with little additional
computational burden.
In simulations with clinical CT data, via phase extraction and amplitude shading, the error in focal targeting was
reduced by approximately 60 %—from 1.65± 1.00 mm without phase corrections to 0.65± 0.27 mm with the full
correction—over a range of positions and frequencies as compared to the uncorrected case (Figs. 2 and 3). The
improvement in accuracy is more pronounced at higher frequencies, since the derivation assumes c(r) varies slowly
compared with the wavelength; thus the approximation is more valid for smaller wavelengths. This is not considered as
a major impediment, as aberration is more significant at higher frequencies, where the performance of the proposed
method is favorable (Fig. 1).
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Further, the method was seen to reduce the error in trans-skull source localization from computed PAMs by 60–80 %,
e.g., from 3.16± 1.68 mm to 0.60± 0.35 mm for a 100 mm aperture (Figs. 3 and 5). Localization accuracy for the
full correction method also was seen to increase with larger apertures (Fig. 4). A larger aperture imparts higher
spatial frequency resolution (i.e., smaller ∆kx and ∆ky in the discrete transform), and thus improved coherence of the
reconstruction at the correct source location. Larger apertures in the uncorrected case do not in general improve the
accuracy of the localization, in the presence of aberrations.
In the case of a stratified medium, an analytical solution was found to offer comparable reduction in the localization
error with a lower computational cost (Fig. 6). Additionally, the stratified medium correction does not require knowledge
of intermediate planes, and thus may be calculated only for axial range of interest, further reducing its computational
expense. However, this correction is derived with assumption that sound speed varies only in the direction normal to the
array, i.e., that c(r) = c(z). In the case of the skull, the curvature makes this assumption untenable and the localization
error is not reduced. For smaller apertures and shallower imaging depths, the skull curvature may be more negligible
such that the analytical solution may be used.
Compared with previously proposed methods for adaptation of ASA to heterogeneous media, our method has the
advantage of requiring a single propagation step, and does not require transformations between each axial position.10, 17, 38
Its inherent efficiency should allow its use in conjunction with real-time control methods based on PAM that allow
for location-specific cavitation control.28 While much faster than time domain or k-space computations for aberration
correction, our formulation does not include reflection, attenuation, and nonlinearity. However, the proposed method
can be readily augmented to account for the effects of attenuation,34 and nonlinearity31, 32 potentially enabling the
quantification of the acoustic emissions and the investigation of nonlinear sound propagation though heterogeneous
media.
Our study has some limitations. First, only a single skull has been used on our simulations; in future work we aim to
evaluate the proposed approach using different skulls and skull segments. Additionally, experimental validation using
different skulls, microbubbles, and phased arrays is needed for assessing the robustness of the proposed method for focal
aberration correction and imaging (passive or active). Also the reported computation times have strong dependence on
the size of the domain and the choice of reconstruction parameters. However, in all cases presented it could be reduced
to a few milliseconds with more sophisticated implementations, including more powerful hardware, parallel computing,
and graphical processing techniques.
5 Conclusion
Despite progress in focal aberration correction and trans-skull microbubble imaging, the presence of the skull remains a
major challenge. We derived the general solution for the inhomogeneous ASA and provided an analytical solution for
the special case of a stratified medium. Numerical data showed that the general solution provides accurate trans-skull
focusing and point source localization. As compared to the homogeneous ASA formulation, sub-millimeter errors
were attained with only a modest increase in computational complexity both for focusing and point source localization
using clinically relevant frequencies (0.4–1.5 MHz) and array apertures (50–100 mm). The analytical solution for the
special case of stratified medium is the most effective computationally (at least twice as fast as the full correction), but
it provides accurate computations only when the speed of sound of the propagation medium varies only in the axial
direction. Collectively our findings indicate that the inhomogeneous ASA may create new possibilities for treatment,
treatment monitoring, and diagnosis of brain diseases.
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Appendix A Weak Heterogeneity Condition
Following Blackstock,39 a first-order wave equation is derived herein, from the constituitive relations, and bounds on the validity of
Eq. (4) are established. First, conservation of mass equation requires that the total density % obeys
∂%
∂t
+∇ · (%u) = 0 . (A.1)
If the acoustic density ρ is small compared to the ambient density ρ0, we have from Eq. (A.1)
∂
∂t
(ρ0 + ρ) +∇ · [(ρ0 + ρ)u] = 0
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ0u) +∇ · (ρu) = 0 . (A.2)
Neglecting the second-order (underlined) terms in Eq. (A.2) leaves
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ0∇ · u +∇ρ0 · u = 0 (A.3)
(note the term proportional to∇ρ0 must be retained, since the density may vary with position). Similarly, the momentum conservation
equation is
%
Du
Dt
+∇P = f , (A.4)
where f is the total static body force per unit volume acting on the fluid. For the unforced case of interest, f is uniformly 0. Writing
the total density ρ = ρ0 + ρ and total pressure P = p0 + p as small perturbations of the ambient values, from Eq. (A.4),
(ρ0 + ρ)
(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
u +∇(p0 + p) = 0
(ρ0 + ρ)
[
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u
]
+∇p0 +∇p = 0
ρ0
∂u
∂t
+ ρ0(u · ∇)u + ρ∂u
∂t
+ ρ (u · ∇)u +∇p0 +∇p = 0 . (A.5)
Again discarding the higher-order (underlined) terms in Eq. (A.5) and noting that∇p0 = −f = 0 gives
ρ0
∂u
∂t
+∇p = 0 . (A.6)
Finally, to obtain an equation of state, assume that the local entropy s is unchanged by the passing sound wave (i.e., it is adiabatic and
lossless), but that the entropy may vary over the propagation distance. Since the total pressure is a function of density and entropy,
DP
Dt
=
D
Dt
[
P (ρ, s)
]
=
(
∂P
∂ρ
)
s
D%
Dt
+
(
∂P
∂s
)
%
Ds
Dt
. (A.7)
Note that constant (local) entropy means that Ds/Dt = 0, and define c20 ≡ ∂p/∂ρ as usual (although it may now vary in space).4
Then Eq. (A.7) becomes
DP
Dt
= c20
D%
Dt
. (A.8)
Finally, writing the pressure and density as perturbations and discarding second-order terms gives
D
Dt
(p0 + p) = c
2
0
D
Dt
(ρ0 + ρ)[
∂
∂t
+ (u · ∇)
]
(p0 + p) = c
2
0
[
∂
∂t
+ (u · ∇)
]
(ρ0 + ρ)
∂p0
∂t
+ u · ∇p0 + ∂p
∂t
+ u · ∇p = c20
[
∂ρ0
∂t
+ u · ∇ρ0 + ∂ρ
∂t
+ u · ∇ρ
]
. (A.9)
Twice underlined terms are 0 (since the medium properties are constant in time) and the terms underlined once are of second order.
Then, since∇p0 = 0 in the unforced case, we are left then with just
∂p
∂t
= c20
(
u · ∇ρ0 + ∂ρ
∂t
)
. (A.10)
4Note that use of c0 in this appendix is spatially varying property of the medium, as are ρ0 and p0. It should not be confused with
its use as a constant reference sound speed elsewhere in this paper.
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Now, to obtain a wave equation, first rearrange Eq. (A.3) to solve for ∂ρ/∂t:
∂ρ
∂t
= −ρ0∇ · u−∇ρ0 · u , (A.11)
and substitute into Eq. (A.10)
∂p
∂t
= c20
[
u · ∇ρ0 − (ρ0∇ · u +∇ρ0 · u)
]
= −ρ0c2∇ · u . (A.12)
Taking the divergence of Eq. (A.6) gives
ρ0∇ · ∂u
∂t
+∇2p = 0 , (A.13)
and the time derivative of Eq. (A.12) is
∂2p
∂t2
= −ρ0c2∇ · ∂u
∂t
(A.14)
since ∂p0/∂t = 0. Taking the divergence of Eq. (A.12) becomes
∂
∂t
∇p = −∇ (ρ0c20∇ · u) . (A.15)
Now, substitution of Eq. (A.11) into the time derivative of Eq. (A.6) gives
ρ0
∂2u
∂t2
+
∂
∂t
∇p = 0 . (A.16)
Subtracting Eq. (A.15) from Eq. (A.16),
ρ0
∂2u
∂t2
= +∇ (ρ0c20∇ · u) . (A.17)
Tackling the last term on the right of Eq. (A.17) gives
∇ (ρ0c20∇ · u) = ρ0c20∇2u +∇ (ρ0c20) · (∇ · u)
= ρ0c
2
0∇2u +
[
c20∇ρ0 + 2ρ0c0∇c0
] · (∇ · u)
= ρ0c
2
0
[
∇u +
(
1
ρ0
∇ρ0 + 2
c0
∇c0
)]
· (∇ · u) . (A.18)
Notice that the term in parentheses in Eq. (A.18) is
1
ρ0
∇ρ0 + 2
c0
∇c0 = ∇(ln ρ0c20) (A.19)
so that
∇ (ρ0c20∇ · u) = ρ0c20 [∇u +∇(ln ρ0c20)] · (∇ · u)
= ρ0c
2
0
[∇2u +∇(ln ρ0c20) · (∇ · u)] . (A.20)
Substituting Eq. (A.20) into Eq. (A.17) gives
ρ0
∂2u
∂t2
= ρ0c
2
0
[∇2u +∇(ln ρ0c20) · (∇ · u)]
=⇒ ∇2u− 1
c20
∂2u
∂t2
= ∇(ln ρ0c20) · (∇ · u) . (A.21)
Thus in the absence of external forcing, we can say that Eq. (4) is valid when
∇(ln ρ0c20) = ∇ρ0
ρ0
+
2∇c0
c0
 `−1 , (A.22)
where ` is the characteristic length, i.e., the wavelength. Thus density and sound speed must vary slowly compared to the wavelength.
Finally, from momentum equation Eq. (A.6) it is seen that for harmonic fields, Eq. (A.21) is valid for p under the same conditions.
Appendix B Green’s Function Derivation
To begin, take z′ = 0 for convenience. Following Watanabe,40 the Green’s function for the wave equation must satisfy by definition
∂2g
∂z2
+ k20g = −δ(z) . (B.1)
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Taking the Fourier transform of both sides gives
Fk
[
∂2g
∂z2
]
+ k20G = −1
−k2zG+ k20G = −1
=⇒ G = 1
k2z − k20
. (B.2)
The Green’s function is then given by the inverse transform:
g = F−1k [G] =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
1
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz . (B.3)
To handle the pole at kz = k0 = ω/c0, allow the frequency to have a small imaginary component
ω = $ + i , ( ∈ R>0) (B.4)
which means that the integral must now be taken over a curve C ∈ C which contains the kz-axis:
g =
1
2pi
∫
C
1
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz . (B.5)
Breaking the integral up into terms with positive (C+) and negative (C−) imaginary parts gives
g =
1
2pi
∫
C+
1
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz +
1
2pi
∫
C−
1
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz . (B.6)
As the radius of the semicircular paths go to infinity, it must be ensured that the function vanishes so that the contribution to the
integral lies only along the real axis. Then, C+ corresponds to positive z (since eikzz → 0 is needed, and Im kz > 0), and conversely
C− corresponds to negative z, see Fig. B.1.
Figure B.1: Integration contours for evaluation of Eq. (B.6).
Conveniently, the curves each contain only a single pole. Now, the first integral in Eq. (B.6) may be evaluated
1
2pi
∫
C+
1
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz =
∫
C+
eikzz/(kz + k0)
(kz − k0) dkz
=
1
2pi
2pii
 eikzz
(kz + k0)
∣∣∣∣∣
kz=k0

= i
eik0z
2k0
(z > 0) . (B.7)
The same process for the lower loop C+ wherein z > 0 gives
1
2pi
∫
C−
4pi
k2z − k20
eikzz dkz = i
e−ikzz
2k0
. (z < 0) . (B.8)
The choice of a positive imaginary frequency was arbitrary, thus a small negative imaginary increment of the frequency (ω = $− i)
should be considered as well. The procedure follows as before, except that now convergence requires the negative loop C− for
positive z and C+ for negative z. Then,
1
2pi
∫
C−
eikzz
k2z − k20
dkz . = −i e
−ikzz
2k0
(z > 0) (B.9)
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and
1
2pi
∫
C+
eikzz
k2z − k20
dkz . = −i e
ikzz
2k0
. (z < 0) . (B.10)
From Eqs. (B.7) to (B.10)
g =
{
− eik0|z|
2ik0
Imω > 0
+ e
−ik0|z|
2ik0
Imω < 0
(B.11)
(note the signs have changed, as the imaginary unit was moved to the denominator). For finite, nonzero z′, terms from both imaginary
frequency regimes must be included. Consideration of the time convention (∝ −iωt) dictates the terms to be chosen such that
corresponds to outgoing wave propagation (rather than arriving from infinity) is specified.40 Finally then, the Green’s function for
positive z is41
g =
1
2ikz
(
eikz |z−z
′| − eikz |z+z′|
)
. (B.12)
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